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Abstract
Photovoltaics has so far not seen much success in Sweden. Recent
studies have shown that one of the reasons could be a lack of
understanding of the technology, and a feeling that the lack of
energy production during winter when a house’s energy
consumption is the highest makes photovoltaics uninteresting. The
ongoing research project Holistic business models and ICT solutions
for prosumers seeks to increase the use of photovoltaics in Sweden,
and have created business model concepts in an attempt to break
perceived barriers of photovoltaics. My task in this project was to
design a tailor made ICT solution with the users’ needs in focus.
A series of interviews were conducted with households interested in
photovoltaics to investigate what information is relevant to
understand the business model, and create a starting point for the
design process. To ensure a high level of usability of the ICT
solution, an iterative design process was conducted with user tests
between iterations.
This resulted in a low fidelity prototype of a smartphone application,
consisting of greyscale mockups. The prototype has as much as
possible taken the interviewed households’ wishes into account,
while adhering to design principles set for usability design. The
interviews and user tests also gave some new insights into the
informants’ attitudes towards the business model suggested by the
research project, which is discussed at the end of the report.
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Sammanfattning
Solenergi har ännu inte lyckats få ett stort genombrott i Sverige.
Nyligen utförda studier har visat att detta delvis kan bero på
bristande förståelse för teknologin, men även en känsla av att det
inte är till någon nytta då vi förbrukar som mest energi under vintern,
när solceller knappt producerar någonting.
Det pågående
forskningsprojektet Holistiska affärsmodeller och IT-stöd för
prosumenter har som mål att öka användningen av solenergi i
Sverige, och har utvecklat koncept av affärsmodeller med mål att
överkomma de upplevda barriärer som är förknippade med
solenergi. Min uppgift i projektet var att designa ett skräddarsytt ITstöd för en av dessa affärsmodeller med användaren i fokus.
En intervjuserie utfördes med hushåll som är intresserade av
solenergi för att ta reda på vilken information som är relevant för
användaren för att förstå affärsmodellen. Detta låg sedan till grund
för en iterativ designprocess med fokus på hög användbarhet där
användartest genomfördes mellan varje iteration.
Detta resulterade i en prototyp av en smartphone applikation som
består av mockups i gråskala. Prototypen har i största möjliga mål
anpassats till de intervjuade hushållens önskemål, men tonvikt lades
vid att uppfylla designkriterier som säkerställer hög användbarhet.
Intervjuerna och användartesterna gav även nya insikter om
informanternas inställning till affärsmodellen som ligger till grund
för IT-stödet, och detta diskuteras i slutet av rapporten.
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1 Introduction
Renewable energy is an important factor to achieve a sustainable future where we are less (or not
at all) reliant on finite resources to supply ourselves with electricity, heat, fuel for our vehicles etc.
Apart from being finite, many of our energy sources have a negative environmental impact like
e.g. global warming and acidification that affect ecosystems, and more visibly air pollution affects
humans and animals with health issues as a result.
In Sweden we have managed to cover half of our electricity consumption with renewable energy,
mainly from hydropower, wind power and various biofuel the year 2013 (Eurostat, 2015). Only
sources that fit the criteria of sustainability set in directives of the European Union (EU) are
included in this comparison (ibid.). While this is the highest share in the EU (ibid.), it still means
that half of our consumption is supplied through finite means.
It’s hard for an individual to change this energy mix, due to the fact that most of these systems are
big and centralized. Options do however exist, and one of those is to harvest solar energy to
produce electricity by installing solar panels on the roofs of our homes. This method is called
photovoltaics, or just PV. This technique allows households to become micro producers of energy,
rather than just consuming energy they become prosumers. Unfortunately, it is still an
underutilized method in Sweden, seeing as only 0,06% of our total energy demand was covered
by solar energy year 2014 (Lindahl, 2015). Why isn’t it more popular?
This thesis was done in cooperation with the research project Holistic business models and ICT
solutions for prosumers that is funded by the Swedish Energy Agency. The project is still ongoing
when this thesis was written, and its goal is to greatly increase the usage of PV technology in
Sweden. This will be done by creating and testing business models and ICT solutions aimed at PV
prosumers. In the project are researchers and Ph.D. students from Uppsala University and the
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), service designers from an external agency and
representatives from energy companies and energy industry associations.
One concept of a business model proposed by the project aimed at prosumers, has the working
name The battery in the grid, which will be used to refer to the concept throughout the thesis. This
concept mimics the ability to store produced energy in a physical battery. Instead of having to
invest in a costly battery, the prosumer can allow her energy company to use surplus energy from
the PV system with the promise of getting as much energy back at a later time. This method is
known as net-metering, where you pay the difference between consumed energy taken from the
power grid, and surplus energy sent to it. The battery in the grid would allow the prosumer to
choose when to use her virtually stored energy, thus making it possible to have some control over
the size of individual energy bills.
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1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis was to create a design proposal for the ICT solution intended to
complement the business model The battery in the grid. Said solution needed to include
information relevant to the user, and offer an intuitive way to control the usage of energy stored in
the virtual battery. To do this, the following working questions were used to plan the information
gathering and analyze the results:




Which information is relevant to the user to understand production from the PV system
and the household’s consumption?
How should the information be presented and sorted?
How should the user be able to control the usage of stored energy?

This knowledge was later used as a framework to develop a prototype consisting of mockups of a
user interface (UI).

1.2 Delimitations
While there are many possible business models that could potentially be attractive to prosumers,
this thesis was done with only The battery in the grid in mind.
There are several tax laws and regulations prohibiting the use of net-metering in Sweden today,
thus technically making the use of business models such as The battery in the grid illegal.
However, the research project acting as my principal is funded by the Swedish Energy Agency,
and has the intention to present suggestions to laws and regulations related to energy, if that could
result in an increase of PV usage. Because of this, I did not focus on what is possible under current
conditions, but rather what would benefit users the most in the best of worlds.
The previously mentioned laws do however mean that testing the business model and ICT solution
hard. Because of this I limited myself to develop mockups, since no decision on how the user tests
should be conducted, nor a final specification of the business model itself was made in the project
within the timeframe of this thesis.

1.3 Previous findings
A recent study performed by Enlund and Eriksson gives some insight into attitudes towards PV
(2016). In said study the researchers interviewed households who had PV technology today, but
also those who didn’t but had houses with good conditions for it. Some barriers of PV identified
cover areas beyond the scope of this thesis, exemplified by administrative questions like building
permits and tax registration.
There are however several aspects that are highly relevant to the ICT solution of The battery in the
grid. One of them shows that especially households without PV today have a hard time
understanding what happens to surplus of produced energy (ibid.). This problem is amplified by a
feeling shared by many households, that having an influx of self-produced energy during summer
will not matter (ibid.). The winter months is where the households consume the most energy, and
2

during that time production from a PV system in Sweden is abysmal (ibid.). Many households did
however express that PV symbolize a level of self-sufficiency (ibid.). The business model The
battery in the grid could potentially bridge the gap between these two feelings, if the users are
presented with proper feedback, which is part of this thesis’ goal.
Enlund and Eriksson’s study (2016), and interviews in the research project Holistic business
models and ICT solutions for prosumers shows similar results regarding financial barriers.
Households who currently have a PV system consider the subsidies available an important part of
their investment decision (ibid.). Since these subsidies were lowered on January 1, 2015
(Energimyndigheten, 2015b), studying households who made their investment decision later than
that could bring new insights.
The previously mentioned interviews of the research project had informants who had their PV
systems for 2-3 years. Several of those expressed a feeling of satisfaction about being first with a
PV system in the area or among their acquaintances. This could potentially indicate that these
household are early adopters, and not representative of the entire population. This adds merit to
the previous argument of focusing this thesis on households who applied for subsidies after
January 1, 2015.
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2 Photovoltaics
This section contains information relevant to the context and understanding of photovoltaics. This
is intended to give insight into what an aspiring prosumer could research before acquiring a PV
system.

2.1 Efforts around the globe
PV technology is on the rise in several countries and projections shows that the world’s combined
theoretical PV capacity should cover about 1% of the world’s total energy need 2015 according to
a report from International Energy Agency - Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (IEA-PVPS,
2015).
Maybe counter intuitively when considering its location, Germany is the country that up until the
end of 2014 was world leading with an accumulated installed capacity of 38,2 GW (ibid.). This
dwarfs Sweden’s numbers that only reach about a five hundredth of that (79 MW). With that,
Germany’s theoretical yield of said PV capacity can satisfy 7% of the country’s total energy needs,
which can be seen in Figure 1. Germany is however very unlikely to keep its number one spot
since the markets in China, Japan and USA are increasing at a steady pace, and especially the Asia
region is taking a big interest in the technology (ibid.).
An interesting project is currently in progress in Morocco. The result will be a mix of PV and
concentrated solar power, and will be fully completed by 2020. This will result in five major
installations that are estimated to account for 18% of the country’s generated electricity. This in a
country that today is heavily reliant on imported fossil fuel (Solar GCC Alliance, n.d.).

Figure 1: This graph shows how big part of each country’s total energy demand could be satisfied with PV.
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2.2 Photovoltaics in Sweden
Sweden is a country located in the north, with long winters and few hours of sunlight which makes
for an uneven distribution of global radiation reaching our country over the year. The solar energy
available to be “harvested” is measured by the amount of energy contained in the radiation per
square meter or simply kWh/m .
2

2.2.1 Global radiation
Figure 2 shows the average global radiation
over a full year in Sweden during World
Meteorological Organization’s normal period
for climate, which currently is a calculated
average between the years 1961 and 1990
(SMHI, 2014). As can be seen, the variance is
quite big due to the northern parts suffering
from a lower insulation angle due to the latitude.
This means a smaller ratio of the radiation will
reach the ground. The average yearly radiation
during the 10-year period 2005-2014 was 966.8
kWh/m (SMHI, 2015), which is less than half of
what the Sahara area get (Green Rhino Energy,
2013).
2

2.2.2 Seasonal variation
As previously mentioned, Sweden’s northern
location and seasons makes for a very uneven
access to solar energy over the year. During
spring and summer (Mars - August) we receive
84% of the average year’s total radiation
(SMHI, 2015), which unfortunately is the
period where our households consume the least
electricity. This could lead to solar cells
producing more electricity than the household
consumes during peak periods, but assuming the
system is connected to the power grid the
surplus can be sold to and utilized by energy
companies.

2.2.3 Harvesting solar energy
To be able to harvest the energy from global Figure 2 Average yearly global radiation in Sweden.
radiation you need solar cells. For a homeowner
the most common location to install would be on the roof due to the available space and slope. The
optimal setting would be to have the solar cells face south with an angle of 30-50 degrees which
is optimal for production during spring and summer (Energimyndigheten, 2015a).
5

Modern PV technology manage to convert about 14% of the energy in the radiation into electricity
where the rest is either reflected, converted to heat or lost in the system before it’s used (ibid.).
The panels are most often measured by the effect they generate during peak performance or kW ,
where 1kW worth of panels takes up about 7m (ibid.). This measurement is very central when
discussing PV, since it’s both a number that is used when calculating investment costs and
expected yield from your system. The latter is often referred to as kWh/kW . The average yield in
Sweden over a full year in the optimal conditions previously mentioned is currently about 950
kWh/kW (ibid.), Variations to this number is to be expected, due to the fact that not all houses are
built with a roof facing true south that is perfectly angled. A PV system facing southwest or
southeast might lose up to 10% compared to optimal conditions (Svensk Solenergi, n.d.).
p
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2.2.4 Total installed effect in Sweden
Small solar energy has a quite long history in Sweden for off-grid uses like e.g. in boats and
vacation homes, with very small installations to either generate electricity directly or to heat water.
However, the use of systems connected to the power grid as an actual alternative energy source is
a relatively new phenomenon which could be explained with the technology greatly decreasing in
price the last couple of years (Lindahl, 2015).
In the introduction of the thesis a bleak estimation was given. All solar energy produced in Sweden
on a yearly basis, can cover only 0,06% of the country’s total energy demand. However, there are
reasons to be optimistic since the total amount of installed PV effect has doubled every year
between 2010 and 2014 (ibid.). Solar energy is on the rise but it’s still far from the numbers it
could reach. While PV is very unlikely to reach the numbers of hydropower in the near future, it
is not a far-fetched idea that it could reach the levels of wind power eventually. We don’t have to
look further than Germany that already sit at such levels without being located at an optimal
latitude.

2.3 Economics of photovoltaics
Attempting a financial calculation before installing PV technology is as previously mentioned
anything but easy. A common wish is to calculate the payback time, that is how long it takes before
the PV system has produced enough energy to cover the cost of the investment. At first glance this
doesn’t appear to be too complicated. At its core, the calculation only consists of the two variables:
1) investment cost and 2) how much money you save every year by covering parts of your yearly
consumption with your own energy.
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) =

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

When scratching the surface however, the calculations become very complicated, and include
several variables that has to be estimated.
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2.3.1 Investment cost
The investment cost is everything you have to pay to have a PV system installed and running. This
includes PV panels, installation and any other equipment needed, including a power inverter
needed to turn produced electricity into alternating current. This is however often offered as a
package deal with a price tag by many energy companies. This price tag can be reduced in two
possible ways, and the two options are mutually exclusive




ROT Installing a PV system has to be done by a certified electrician. If installation is
included in the price, ROT is applicable. Installation costs of a PV system is allowed to be
considered 30% flat rate of total investment costs (Svensk Solenergi, 2015). ROT will
reduce these costs by 30%, which means the overall investment cost will decrease by 9%
according to current tax laws.
PV subsidies Homeowners can apply for subsidies from the county administrative board.
These subsidies are since January 1st 2015 20% of the total material and installation cost,
which is the lowest since the subsidies introduction. However, the waiting time is long, and
has been reported to reach 2-3 years (Magnusson, 2016).

On top of this, the investment cost will be affected if the investment is made by taking a loan.
While this adds an extra layer of complexity to the formula, it is still predictable. Because of the
individual conditions of each loan, no example will be given. The interesting thing is to know how
much interest has been paid when the loan is paid back in full, and multiple good tools are available
to find this number. This number is then deducted by 30% due to the current tax rules. This would
give us the following:
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑔 ∗ (0,91 𝑂𝑅 0,8) + 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗ 0,7
This calculation could be made more detailed by taking more factors into consideration, like the
time value of money and inflation as it does affect the result. Doing this is however outside the
scope of this explanation.

2.3.2 Value of yearly production
The value of the produced energy is far more complex to calculate than the investment cost. While
the latter is very predictable, the value of energy will vary over time. While estimations of yearly
production can be made like mentioned in Section 2.2.3, yearly variation can be up to 10% (SMHI,
2007). Next thing to consider is that produced energy consumed by oneself doesn’t necessarily
have the same value as energy sold to the energy company. This could simplified be expressed as:
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝐵𝑢𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
This relation is hard to estimate for someone who doesn’t have access to and understand statistics
of consumption, and even harder if no production data is available. To tackle this an average of
buy and sell prices could be used, which might lower accuracy. Buy price could potentially be a
flat rate, but otherwise an idea could be to average the kWh price from historical invoices. Sell
price is a harder nut to crack, since it consists of several factors:
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Compensation from energy company The company buying your surplus energy will
compensate every kWh sold, often using the energy market Nord Pool’s spot price give or
take a few öre. Exceptions and variation do however exist, and it’s wise to look for updated
numbers.
Compensation from grid owner The owner of the power grid is bound by law to
compensate each kWh of surplus energy fed onto the grid. This varies between grid owners
but is estimated to be 5 öre per kWh as exemplified by E. ON (2016).
Energy certificates If you go through a registration process, you will be eligible for energy
certificates as a prosumer of solar energy. Every time you produce 1 MWh, you get
awarded an energy certificate. The certificate’s value has varied between 12,2 and 15,5 öre
per kWh in 2016 according to the broker Svensk Kraftmäkling 1.
Tax reduction For every kWh of surplus energy sold, on top of all other compensation
you are entitled a tax reduction of 60 öre. This is deducted on next year’s tax declaration
(Skatteverket, n.d.).

Meteorological difference is not the only thing that will affect the yearly production. A PV system
have a lifespan often guaranteed up to 20-25 years by many manufacturers. The panels do however
lose some of their effect over time, at a rate estimated to 0,5% per year (Jordan, D.C. et al., 2011).
As previously mentioned, it’s hard to make a “true” calculation of payback time due to all the
variables mentioned above. This doesn’t get easier by the fact that the PV market is still a changing
one, and compensation models might change several times during a PV system’s lifetime.

1

http://www.skm.se/priceinfo/history/
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3 Methodology
This section describes how I performed the study covered in this thesis. As mentioned in the
introduction, this thesis was done as part of a research project. Throughout the entire process I
exchanged information with other researchers in the project and a user experience (UX) designer.
This created a channel of information for feedback and results that are undocumented, and thus
hard to refer to. I will instead present arguments about why I chose selected methods.

3.1 Prestudy
The first order of business was to get a deeper understanding of PV and its place in Sweden today.
This resulted in Section 2 where I gathered some of the information I deemed the most important
to someone not familiar with PV.
To get some understanding of prosumers’ motivation behind acquiring PV modules and their
perceived problems while doing so, I studied the results presented by Enlund & Eriksson (2016).
On top of this I had access to both researchers to ask follow up questions. I also observed an
interview performed by researchers in the project Holistic business models and ICT solutions for
prosumers, and have access to the results from five interviews they conducted. This gave me a
better understanding of prosumers before I performed my own interviews, and it helped shape my
interview guide. It also gave me insights into how to do the selection of informants, which is
covered in Section 3.2.4

3.2 Interviews
To answer the working questions, I chose to perform interviews of semi-structured form. The
prestudy showed that prosumers perceive some of the many aspects related to PV as complicated,
and while I had an idea about the general nature of the problems, I needed more details. The nature
of semi-structured interviews allowed me to use an interview guide covering these topics of
interest, while having the opportunity to delve into specific areas each informant had a hard time
understanding, or had interesting input about.
The prestudy also showed that motivation behind the investment decision differs, which made it
important to explore the topic and take it into consideration. While this wasn’t one of the main
working questions, it relates to how to present content.
I performed five interviews with future and current prosumers, how these were chosen is described
below in section 3.2.4. The interviews took place in the home of the informants and were led by
me, accompanied by a researcher from the project group. To assure that I got the desired
information, the interviews were divided into three topics that are listed as subsections below.
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3.2.1 Background & knowledge
The first questions aimed to get background information on the informants, and seek to answer the
following:




How they got interested in PV technology in the first place.
How and where they looked for information, and if anything was extra hard to understand.
On which grounds they made the final decision to acquire PV.

Furthermore, I wanted to test the general knowledge or lack thereof in the following areas:





Energy consumption of their homes.
Actions taken to reduce energy consumption.
Expected production of their PV system.
What happens with surplus of produced energy in a grid connected PV system today, and
what they would like to do with it in the best of worlds.

3.2.2 Wireframes
At this stage in the interview I presented the concept The battery in the grid, and asked which type
of information a UI would need for them to utilize the system properly. After that the informants
were presented with a skeleton of a UI as seen in Figure 3, and were asked to draw blocks to
display what information they wanted to see and where they wanted it placed. This method is
called wireframes and was suggested to me by a UX designer. Wireframes are a low fidelity
representation of a user interface, often entirely in gray scales. The focus is to display navigation
and relevant content rather than visual presentation.
The reason behind using this was to allow the informants to put their suggestions into context. At
the same time, it’s low fidelity, which was intended to encourage the informants to discuss and
draw their thoughts. My reasoning was that higher fidelity at this stage could potentially discourage
new information from surfacing, if the informants thought I already had a design in mind. This
decision is supported by an article made by Marc Rettig called “Prototyping for Tiny Fingers”
(1994). This was done to understand what content is desired by prosumers, how to prioritize it
and get suggestions for how navigation could be handled.

Figure 3 An empty wireframe used during the interviews.
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3.2.3 How to visualize the battery and how to control it
I wanted to know how to visualize and enumerate the status of the virtual battery to make the
prosumer understand the utility of what’s in storage. To provoke a discussion, I showed two
concept sketches, one depicting a battery and one a snowflake at different levels of charging. The
purpose of the snowflake sketch was to test if the symbolism of saving enough energy to cover the
household’s total consumption during a winter, would add value to the user over having a regular
battery meter. The sketches can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Sketches of the battery and snowflake presented during the interviews.

I also asked if they desired any additional comparison tool apart from a kWh number to display
what could be done with the capacity in their battery, and in that case how they would want it
visualized. Lastly I asked questions about which options they would like to have to spend their
stored capacity to fit their needs and had them draw buttons to represent said options on the
wireframes.
I abandoned these pictures after the first two interviews because I didn’t get the intended response.
The feedback from the informants focused too much on color and shape rather than the symbolism,
and it was hard to steer the discussion into another direction. The questions I wanted answered
were instead implemented into other sections for the three remaining interviews.

3.2.4 Informants
As mentioned in Section 1.3, the PV subsidies was reduced to 20% of the material and installation
cost on January 1st 2015 for private persons. Because of this I did not interview anyone who
installed PV panels before that date. This choice was motivated by the results of the prestudy, since
prosumers who had their systems for 2-3 years and therefore invested on different terms were
unsure about if they would make the same decision today. While people who acquire PV today
could still be considered early adopters, their motivations could differ as the conditions changed.
Because of this, I acquired a list of 20 one-family households that applied for PV subsidies to the
county administrative board (länsstyrelsen) in Stockholm County. Every household had applied
from the 1st of January 2015 and forward. In this group of households there were those who already
had a PV system installed, but also those who had not yet reached that stage. This mix was not a
problem since I was interested in which information the prosumers need, and how to present it to
mend the perceived difficulty related to PV. Since these people had applied for subsidies, they had
already passed the stage where they gathered information and took the step to send in their
application.
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While setting up interviews, I intentionally tried to get a mix of ages among the informants and
decided on a sample of five household ranging in ages between early thirties to late fifties. One of
these five households had applied for subsidies but later decided against PV, which made it extra
interesting as a contrast with similar background but a different opinion. That household is referred
to as Hässelby in Table 1 in Section 4. Three households applied within months of the interviews
taking place in May 2016, the latest just weeks before. The other two applied during the first half
of 2015.

3.3 Prototyping
Once the results were analyzed, the prototyping started. The result of this process was a prototype
of a user interface, intended to represent the ICT solution for the business model The battery in the
grid. The prototype represents a smartphone application (app), and was made with mockups and
is presented in Section 6. These mockups could be considered wireframes, due to the lack of focus
put on visual presentation and the use of grayscale colors. I do however want to avoid potential
confusion with the wireframes done during the interviews.
The prototyping was done with Jakob Nielsen’s definition of usability in mind (1994). He defines
it as the following five attributes:






Learnability The system should be easy to learn so that the user can rapidly start getting
some work done with the system.
Efficiency The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned the
system, a high level of productivity is possible.
Memorability The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual user is able to
return to the system after some period of not having used it, without having to learn
everything all over again.
Errors The system should have a low error rate, so that users make few errors during the
use of the system, and so that if they do make errors they can easily recover from them.
Further, catastrophic errors must not occur.
Satisfaction The system should be pleasant to use, so that users are subjectively satisfied
when using it; they like it.

The process was iterative and consisted of the three steps user cases, brainstorming and design
which will be explained more in detail below. This strategy was decided on after having seen
similar methods in use during workshops done in the project Holistic business models and ICT
solutions for prosumers, and having discussed design processes with a UX designer.

3.3.1 User cases
The first step was to look at the results and analysis and see what the users wanted to do with the
ICT solution. Each of these tasks was defined as a user case and written on a post-it note in the
following form:
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When I:
I want to:
So I can:

This allowed me to keep the users’ interest in mind during the design stage, and revisited these
post-it notes to evaluate if I had done what I intended during the design process. An example of
such a user case was:




When I: look for my energy consumption.
I want to: know my monthly consumption.
So I can: decide when to use my stored energy.

3.3.2 Brainstorming
To generate ideas about how to present the information needed to perform the tasks written on the
post-it notes mentioned in section 3.3.1, I conducted several short brainstorming sessions. Each
session was set up by setting a one-minute timer that could quickly be refreshed. Once the timer
started I had one minute to visualize an idea, and when the timer ran out I had to immediately drop
whatever I was doing, restart the timer and start on something new. This allowed me to quickly
“dump my memory” onto paper, and have material to work with while designing.

3.3.3 Design
Once I had my ideas from the brainstorming sessions, I started making mockups. The first
iterations were done on paper to get a general idea of where I was going. After this, I made the
mockups digitally using the online tool Marvel2. The previously mentioned five attributes of
usability were kept in mind, and guided me between iterations.
A total of seven iterations were done, three on paper and four using digital mockups. User tests
were performed after each digital iteration, and were conducted through guerilla testing
(Government Digital Service, n.d.). For these tests I used anyone available with fifteen minutes to
spare, and no prior knowledge regarding PV was required. The goal of these tests was to mainly
look at learnability as was previously outlined by Nielsen’s five usability attributes (1994). The
idea was that if someone who knows nothing about PV can understand the UI after a brief
introduction of The battery in the grid, real prosumers will as well. A total of ten tests were
conducted, and of those 2-3 were done between each iteration. The informants of these tests ranged
in age between approximately 25 and 50 years old, seven were male and three females.
During the tests I presented myself to the informant and gave a brief explanation of PV and The
battery in the grid. After that I presented the informants with the latest iteration of the prototype
displayed on a tablet, and guided them through the different pages during the test. I asked them to
describe what they saw on each page and what each element wanted to tell them. I emphasized
there was no correct answer, and what they experienced was the only important thing. After each
page had been covered, a brief discussion about my intention for each page took place, and I asked
if the informant would have preferred the information displayed another way.
2

https://marvelapp.com/
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4 Results
During three of the interviews a single informant was present, and in all of those cases it was a
man. The other two interviews had couples of husband and wife that were interviewed at the same
time. Because of this I will use the word household rather than informant in this section. Since
multiple households are located in the same town, they will be referred to by the specific area they
live in. Relevant information related to their household and PV system is listed below in Table 1.
Table 1 Information related to households interviewed.

Flysta

Vinsta

Älvsjö

Segeltorp Hässelby

Age of informants (years)
52
Planned effect (kW )
p

36 & 35 44 & 42

41

35

3

8,6

11,3

7,8

0

2 750

8 122

9 000

5 500

0

13 500

22 000

20 000

15 000

21 000

Spånga

Spånga

Älvsjö

Älvsjö

Hässelby

Estimated yearly production (kWh)
Estimated Yearly consumption (kWh)
Location

4.1 Background & knowledge questions
How did you get interested in PV in the first place?
Four out of five households gave two main reasons to why PV caught their interest while the fifth
only listed one. They all named a combination of economic, environmental and technological
interest as the trigger and the distribution can be seen in the Venn diagram in Figure 5.
The most prominent reason which was shared by almost all, was the desire to decrease the
operating cost of the household by acquiring a PV system, which was shared by all but one
households. Among these three had recently (up to two years) moved to a new home. Only one
household expressed the economic interest to be insignificant even at first thought.
Environmental reasons were mentioned by all households, but only three listed it as a dominant
factor for their interest. In the case of Vinsta, it was the father of one of the informants that pitched
PV as very environmentally friendly, but also a sound economical investment. This caught the
attention of the household enough to visit a PV exhibition.
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Figure 5 Venn diagram visualizing which factors inspired households to explore PV.

How and where did you look for information?
All households looked for information related to PV on various web pages on the internet, among
those the Swedish Energy Agency and various energy companies, but also discussion boards.
Two households got in close contact with representatives from energy companies in an early stage
of the process to get assistance, but their experience differed greatly. Älvsjö was assigned a contact
from the energy company they chose to cooperate with, but felt like they received lackluster
information which forced them to do a lot of research on their own. Vinsta on the other hand
expressed that they had a very productive relation with their chosen energy company, that
answered any question they had in a helpful fashion.
Was any information or part of the process extra hard to understand?
The main issue shared by all households is the difficulty to calculate payback time of the
investment. “There are too many variables and uncertainties, so I made a rather conservative
calculation” (Hässelby).
A few households expressed a difficulty comparing solar cell packages offered by different
companies.
“They all offered packages of different sizes and prices. While it wasn’t a huge difference
in numbers, it still made us confused whether they sold solar cells of different qualities or
used different estimates” (Älvsjö).
What triggered the decision to acquire PV?
The responses to this question varied a lot, but four household based their decisions on some
economical realization. Two of them waited to have capital available to make the investment to
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avoid loans. One household decided against PV because “unfortunately the numbers didn’t add up
to a good investment with current conditions compared to other alternatives” (Hässelby), while
another claimed “there are few investments that will give you as much return as PV” (Vinsta).
The fifth household was convinced differently and offered this motivation:
“I’m interested in energy questions in general and read up on PV on different web pages
and forums. I never thought about PV as a viable investment from a pure economical point
of view, but when we decided to carbon offset our family’s vacation to Thailand, I figured
why not PV?” (Flysta).
Do you look at your invoices and if so what do you look for?
All five households look at their invoices monthly but use the information differently. Three of the
households are interested in knowing the amount of kWh they consumed and compare it to the
same month previous years. This is mainly done during winter. Two households look at the
invoices but will not analyse the information unless they feel either the price or consumption seem
unusually high.
Do you know your household’s yearly energy consumption?
Four households were able to give an estimation of their yearly energy consumption within a 1000
kWh range. The last household knew a rougher estimation but quickly looked it up at his energy
company’s website during the interview. The numbers can be seen in Table 1.
Have you taken any action to reduce the household’s energy consumption?
Most households hadn’t made any larger efforts to reduce energy consumption. The most common
actions were changing to LED lights and window insulation. However, Segeltorp had recently
renovated the house and changed insulation in the outer walls, and on top of that installed a heat
pump to replace electrical heating. Älvsjö actively planned their usage of hot water and household
appliances, including timers for almost all electrical devices to reduce energy consumption.
Do you know how much your PV system is expected to produce yearly?
All four households that decided to acquire a PV system was able to give an estimation quickly,
and Vinsta even gave the exact number they had received from their energy company. The numbers
can be seen in Table 1.
Do you know what happens to surplus energy from your PV system?
All five households know that surplus energy is fed into the power grid and that they will receive
compensation for it. Two of the households know detailed information regarding all parts involved
in said compensation, while the other three are not very interested in the details as long as it works.
If you were to decide, what would happen to surplus energy from your PV system?
Four out of five households would like to store their surplus energy but all agree that battery
solutions today are too expensive. They emphasize that while they will be compensated well for
their surplus energy, selling takes away from the feeling of self-sufficiency. Having the ability to
use “their own” energy to even out the costs over the year was attractive. On top of this having a
battery would make it possible to have backup energy during a power outage.
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4.2 Wireframes
Every household were tasked to draw their own wireframes and comment on what type of
information they felt necessary as outlined in Section 4.2. Many drawings and ideas were similar,
and below I will categorize and account for the patterns seen in the households’ drawings and
replies.

4.2.1 Displaying stored energy
All households agreed that a key piece of information is to know how much energy they have
stored. While most had no idea about the utility value of a kWh, it was still the unit of choice. The
most common explanation given for this was that they understand the relative value when
comparing it to historical monthly usage. Only one household wanted a monetary unit (Segeltorp).
A few households did however want information about the utility of the stored energy to be
available at will. Examples about how this could be done was displaying how often or much you
could use household appliances, support the entire house’s energy consumption or charging an
electrical car etc.

4.2.2 Statistics on production and consumption
Every household also agreed that statistics on production and consumption is very important. They
all wanted this information to be available on both a monthly and yearly basis. Several of the
households also asked for real time statistics of their current production and consumption. They
agreed that it is important with a number with as high resolution as possible. A typical response to
the interest in production was “(...) it would be fun to see how the PV system is doing, especially
if it’s a really good day” (Vinsta).
The reasoning behind real time statistics for consumption had a deeper meaning. Many households
asked for statistics on consumption of individual rooms or household appliances. The households
explained they wanted to be proactive rather than reactive regarding saving energy, and would like
instant feedback on changes in consumption when e.g. turning down the thermostat. Hässelby
delved deeper into the subject and introduced a concept used in cars that analyze the driving style
and displays a comparative value of how the driving correlates with eco-driving. The household
would like a similar tool integrated in a service provided by utility companies. Rather than
analyzing the driving it’s supposed to analyze the households’ energy consumption, and
emphasized that “being environmentally friendly and aim for a lower energy consumption can’t
be seen as a bad thing”.

4.2.3 Controlling the usage of stored energy
All households agreed that some sort of automation needs to be implemented to handle the usage
of stored energy. The suggestions were phrased as different settings that would quickly allow the
households to change the behavior if needed. However, two separate ideas emerged from the
interviews that divided the households in two camps.
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The first suggestion is based around controlling daily usage, and the households who suggested
this want to follow the spot price on the Nord Pool energy market. They wanted a graph showing
the expected price variance over a 24-hour timespan and select during which of these hours their
stored energy should be used. This will only be done if production from the PV system doesn’t
cover the consumption and if energy is available.
The other suggestion was to control usage on a monthly basis over a year. A common reason for
this suggestion was the desire to even out the monthly costs over the year. Several suggestions for
settings were made to automate the usage of stored energy and the ones standing out were:






Always use stored energy if available and production doesn’t cover consumption.
Choose an interval of months and divide all stored energy evenly between them. Each of
these months will have their invoice discounted by up to the assigned amount of energy. If
the assigned amount of energy is greater than that month’s consumption the discount will
be moved to the following month.
Automatically assign a share of the total stored energy to every month in the selected
interval to even out the invoices.
Lastly a manual setting was suggested. This would allow the households to discount
specific invoices using stored energy at will if the need would arise any specific month.

Finally, all five households agreed on the fact that some sort of prediction about the next invoice
should be displayed somewhere in the user interface. This would help them make decisions
regarding their usage of stored energy, and to see the effect of changes in energy usage.
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5 Analysis
The intention of this analysis was to create a framework to use when creating the user interface
mockups in Section 6. Because of this, the households’ responses were considered to be the needs
of users of the ICT solution the previously mentioned interface will represent. The working
questions in Section 2.2 were used as a guide to decide which aspects to investigate.

5.1 Prosumer motivation
To know how to present information to the users of the suggested ICT solution efficiently, one has
to take their motivations into consideration. Most households seemed to primarily be motivated by
economical gain when deciding whether or not to install a PV system. Even though many also
valued the environmental factor high, only one out of five households chose PV while considering
alternative investments like geothermal heating the better choice. This is echoed by the emphasis
on calculating payback times. This could be explained by the initial cost to install PV, and the fact
that all households paid their system up front. Some even postponed the decision until they had
enough saved capital rather than take a loan. Most households also stated they wanted to reduce
their energy costs rather than something like ecological footprint, and actively asked for tools to
analyse their energy consumption.
An alternative explanation could be that a positive attitude towards PV’s environmental impact,
made the households calculate payback time in a more positive manner. This could explain the
very different results to the complicated calculations. However economic and environmental
factors are not mutually exclusive in the case of PV. Installing a PV system rather than satisfying
the household’s entire yearly consumption with energy that might come from less environmentally
friendly sources will bring a positive effect. The same thing is true for a lowered energy
consumption, which could be considered a win-win situation if the lowered consumption is not
used to justify more energy spending on something else.
Because of these aspects, an ICT solution could benefit from giving the users feedback on how
much their stored energy will save both them and the environment.

5.2 Bridging the information gap
The interviews revealed several interesting things regarding which information is desired by the
users. Knowing and understanding how much energy is available in storage is the centerpiece of
the puzzle, but without contextual information the users will have a hard time understanding it.
While kWh as a measurement of energy was hard to understand, it was still the unit of choice of
the households. This choice makes sense when looking at how they use the information from their
invoices, and the fact that they all know an approximation of their yearly energy consumption. The
possibility to compare the relative value of stored energy in relation to consumption by using the
same unit is very important, and thus changing it would be counterproductive. Helping the users
understand the value of the stored energy then becomes a task of explaining its utility, rather than
monetary value. This should be done by using the previously mentioned comparative behavior of
the users, and relate to how much consumption the stored energy could cover. But as mentioned
in section 5.1, there is also value in showing how much the stored energy helps the environment.
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To let the users make an informed decision when using the stored energy, it is natural to present
them with statistics of their historical consumption. While they know an approximation of their
yearly consumption, they generally lack knowledge about how that consumption is spread out over
the months, or hours of the day.
Statistics on consumption of individual household appliances or rooms is another desired function.
This is something that will help the users understand what causes the consumption, rather than the
stored energy and how to use it. However, while there is no immediate connection, giving users
the tools to identify ways to lower their energy consumption could add value. One such application
could be if they have a specific goal, like having their stored energy cover an entire winter’s energy
consumption as was mentioned in Section 1.3 and 4.1. The desire to feel partly self-sufficient was
expressed in the interviews and the study by Enlund and Eriksson (2016), and this could enhance
the overall experience of using the service. The problem is there is no easy way to monitor this,
but if instead the progress towards reaching a preselected goal of covering the household’s
consumption, it would be possible to give meaningful feedback.
Displaying real time and historical production numbers was asked for, but no connection other
than technical interest could be found from the interview results. Technical interest was however
one of the three main motivational factors, albeit the least prominent one. Satisfying this desire or
curiosity could add credibility to the service since it gives the user the opportunity to account for
the origin of the stored energy.

5.3 Using the stored energy
Two different ways were suggested during the interviews to control the stored energy. One based
around controlling the usage over the hours of a day, and the other over months of the year.
The day based version allows the users to focus on a single day, without having to make long term
plans for the usage of the stored energy. Feedback from this version could be a variable displaying
how many days, weeks or months the stored energy would last with the households average daily
consumption. This allows for simplicity in control, since the users can focus on choosing hours of
the day where energy is expensive. Although this might put too much focus on short term gains,
forgetting the bigger picture.
Month based control takes advantage of the comparative behavior mentioned in Section 6.2, using
the same time scale as the invoices used to compare consumption. With this taken into
consideration, day based control adds an extra step of conversion for users who want to understand
how their usage of the stored energy affects their monthly costs. In addition to this, month based
control makes it easier to set goals like covering parts of the winter months’ consumption with
stored energy, if the consumption over a month is the focus rather than price variation over a day.
Because of this, month based control should be the alternative of choice.
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Related to the month based control are the options on usage profiles for the stored energy. Three
main themes were suggested:




Always use stored energy if production doesn’t cover consumption.
Full manual control of the usage of stored energy.
Automatically divide stored energy to be used in an interval of months selected by the user.

The first alternative can be seen as net debit in its simplest form, and is similar to the system put
in place today. The big difference is the simplification made by removing the actual sale of energy
which reduce the need of understanding what the sale price consists of. On top of this the
bureaucracy involved in receiving tax reduction as mentioned in section 2.3 would be obsolete,
which could improve the experience of the user.
The other two alternatives are a bit more advanced since they require the user to make active
choices of when the stored energy should be used. Presenting them as advanced profiles could
work as a way to fulfill the efficiency attribute outlined by Nielsen (1994), by allowing an
experienced user to exert greater control of the usage of stored energy. These two desired usage
profiles also match the findings of Enlund and Eriksson’s study (2016), where people skeptical to
PV saw a barrier in the mismatch between months of high energy consumption and production.
While many brought up the manual setting during the interviews, no one appointed it the most
important. No comment about wanting complete control over every kWh of surplus energy was
voiced either. Including a full manual profile might be too much for an average user, especially
since all other suggestions are aimed at reaching some automation to simplify the control. Because
of this, manual control of stored energy should be excluded from the ICT solution at this time.
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6 Prototype
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the prototype representing the ICT solution of The battery in the grid
will here be presented in the form of a smartphone app. The decision to make an app was made to
allow spontaneous use without having a computer present. While a web based alternative could
coexist, only the app solution will be accounted for in this thesis.
In this section I account for the design of said app and the decisions made in the process. The
prototype was developed in Swedish, but for the sake of this thesis an English translation was
made for key screens to be presented in this section.

6.1 Navigation
The first decision made during the design process was how to divide content in a meaningful way.
The question was how to combine the three areas: 1) production of the PV system, 2) controlling
the usage of stored energy and 3) energy consumption of the household. After trying out a few
combinations using the brainstorming technique outlined in Section 3.3.2, and making mockups
on paper, I decided on the following four pages listed below.
Start page
The inclusion of a start page was done to provide the user with a quick overview of what can be
found in the app, and thus giving clues about where information can be found. It also indirectly
serves as a frequently asked question section by providing key pieces of information. This in turn
could invite the user to look at the different pages for detailed information.
Production
This page is intended to give the user information about how much energy has been produced by
the PV system and how much is available in storage. As described in Section 5.2 I see the
importance of describing the utility and origin of the energy in storage, which made it necessary
to dedicate a section to production alone.
Consumption and control of stored energy
I decided to combine consumption and the control of stored energy into a single page. The main
argument for this is to exploit the comparative behavior to understand the household’s
consumption as seen in the interview results. While the production page explains the utility of
stored energy, this one is intended to account for how and when energy costs are reduced thanks
to the user’s PV system. Because of this it is also important to have the control of usage of stored
energy on the same page in a submenu, to provide feedback on changes without having to go to
another page. The choice of having production separate is also tied to the risk of overwhelming
the user with too many variables on the same page, which could cause confusion.
Invoices
Not much feedback was given regarding the inclusion of invoice information in the ICT solution
during the interviews, nor did I ask for it. I do however argue it acts both as a quality of life
improvement to include it, and an extra layer of confirmation readily available to see the cost
reductions for months where stored energy is used.
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6.2 Start page
The start page works as a way to quickly
show the user key information, and a guide to
where more detailed information can be
found. This could be seen as adhering to the
attribute learnability outlined in Section 3.3,
and the guerilla tests showed that users knew
which page more information about each of
the four elements on the page. These
elements can be seen in Figure 6, and they are
intended to show the following:






Currently stored energy.
Energy produced today.
A meter displaying the household’s
current consumption relative to its
own historical average during the
same period of the year.
The profile currently selected for
usage of stored energy.

I decided to highlight currently stored energy
and consumption, and did so by making them
substantially larger than the other two
elements. Between the two, stored energy
was given extra emphasis and was placed on
the top half of the screen, and the reason for
this is how the households drew their
wireframes during the interviews. The first
thing everyone drew, and what most put in
the center was the status of their stored
energy. While they might not do any changes
after seeing this number, they still want it
there and in focus. This shows similarities to
online banking services, where the first thing
you get to see is the balance of all accounts
you have with the bank, as if to ensure you
Figure 6 Mockup of the start page.
the money is still there. It is also an
understandable reason since the storage is
virtual, and because of this the stored energy element was given the highest priority on the page.
The consumption meter is a take at satisfying the wish of gaining a way to analyze the household’s
energy consumption. There is no simple universal solution to monitor energy consumption of
individual household appliances or rooms without third party equipment. However, historical data
of the total consumption is available, which allows a self-comparison. This will later be a key
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element when generating a prognosis for how long the stored energy will last on the consumption
page, and the meter will be explained more in depth in Section 6.4. The consumption meter is the
object with the second highest priority on this page, and takes up most of the lower half. The
energy consumption is most likely the one thing the household can affect without the use of the
app, and having this information easily accessible for feedback on every use of the app is the reason
why it’s highlighted.
Statistics on real time production was asked for by a few households, as was some kind of quote
between current production and consumption. I did however not choose to pursue that idea, and
the reason is that the information will be hard to do anything useful with. A real time quote between
production and consumption would have too high a resolution, which would result in numbers
hard to compare to anything. An example of this problem is that the quote will be heavily in favor
of production daytime during summer, but that will change as soon as the sun sets. Instead a simple
counter showing how many kWh of energy has been produced so far during the day, which allows
a comparison to be made between days while being easier to grasp. This statistic was seen as a fun
fact rather than a vital part of the understanding of the service, which is why it takes a less
prominent place on the start page.
Last is an indicator of how the surplus energy is used. This profile can be changed on the
consumption page, but it is allowed a small part of the start page. It serves as a reminder to the
user between visits to the app, as per the memorability attribute.
Earlier iterations of the start page had information about the latest invoice, which was later
removed due to too much information being present, which made it hard to create a center of focus.
If reminders about invoices should be implemented, they would probably do better as notifications.
This prototype will not include notifications, but it would be something to add at a later stage of
development.

6.3 Production
As mentioned in Section 6.1 this page intends to present information regarding the PV system’s
production and the utility of the resulting energy. This is solved by dividing the page into two areas
as can be seen in Figure 7.
The upper section is a diagram displaying the actual production to give the user information about
variation over time. The default mode is a twelve-month interval displaying the current calendar
year, and the name of the current month is bold to guide the user’s focus. The displayed interval
can be moved in time to show earlier years’ statistics for comparison. The resolution can also be
increased and decreased to look at variation in a shorter or longer timespan to supply information
for the interested. This diagram also acts as a connection to the daily production counter on the
start page, by giving the interested user a context for comparison.
The lower part of the page has the important task of describing the utility of the energy produced
by the PV system. While the interviews showed the informants could potentially compare the
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amount of stored energy to the consumption
during one month, or compare it to their
approximate yearly consumption, the utility still
eluded many of them. The area is divided into
two tabs as can be seen in Figure 7: one for
currently stored energy and one for the total
amount produced year 2016. The latter could
potentially be dynamic to display totals for
previous years, but this was not explored during
my design process. The two tabs display
information the same way, but have different
purposes. The stored energy tab serves to display
short term gains, that is explain the value of what
you currently have. The total number is meant to
display the big picture and help the user
understand how PV for example has helped them
reduce their yearly energy costs, which was a big
motivational factor as seen in the interviews.
During the early stages of user testing, an attempt
was made to combine information from both tabs
on the same page, but the additional information
seemed to confuse the informants. Many seemed
to understand the different numbers when
describing how they comprehended the page, but
insecurity took away from the intention to offer
clarity, not more questions. The example shown
in Figure 7 captures the essence of my design
intentions for this page. There should be no
confusion about the relation between the two
highlighted numbers, even if it might be unclear
which consumption data was used to generate
three weeks. In this example I imagine either a
three-month average around today, or even a year
Figure 7 Mockup of the production page as if looked at in
to be used. While this means the information is
September 2016
likely to be somewhat inaccurate, it will give the
user a tool to gain a rough understanding of the utility of the stored energy. The goal is to give
novice users a “good enough” understanding to use the app, and should they wish to expand their
knowledge, historical data for consumption and production is available. This goal was set with
both learnability and efficiency in mind, offering the users a point of entry into learning about
energy.
More examples than how many weeks the user’s household’s energy consumption can be covered
with the stored energy are needed, especially if a comparison is to be made between currently
stored energy and total production. The design does however stay true to the principle of
minimizing the amount of information shown simultaneously. Because of this, any other examples
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will be accessed by swiping up or down, as hinted by the buttons on the right hand side of Figure
7. The reason for vertical rather than horizontal swiping is to avoid confusing it with swiping
between the two tabs. Three other examples were chosen, and all corresponds to a motivational
factor or barrier found during the interviews and prestudy:




How much of the household’s yearly consumption do stored and total produced energy
cover?
How much of the household’s consumption during the winter months do stored and total
produced energy cover?
How stored and total produced energy has affected the environment by comparing them
with how much fuel oil would be needed to produce the same amount of energy.

Visual design was not prioritized for the development of this prototype, but the examples used
during user testing can be seen below in Figure 8. These examples use 4000 kWh to generate their
numbers, which is compared to the household’s average yearly consumption, average consumption
during November – February and lastly an assumption that one liter of fuel oil corresponds to ten
kWh.

Figure 8 Examples used to explain the utility of stored and total produced energy on the production page.

6.4 Consumption
This page displays information on consumption in the household, but also consumption of stored
energy. Since stored energy is used to cover energy consumption in the household it’s only natural
to display them together, and this is done in the diagram in the top of Figure 9.
This diagram was the single hardest thing to get first time users to fully understand during the
guerilla tests, and many small changes were tried in each iteration. The purpose of the diagram is
as previously mentioned to show the household’s total consumption and use of stored energy at
the same time. The reason for this is to give the user feedback on how the use of stored energy
lowers the household’s costs. This was one of the main reasons to why the households wanted to
get a PV system in the first place, which makes this a top priority. Another desire was to get a
prognosis of consumption of future months and how this would be affected by the selected usage
profile of stored energy.
To be able to show all this information at once in the same diagram, three distinct looks for the
bars in the diagram needed to be implemented. One to display consumption of energy bought from
the energy company, one for consumption of stored energy and a last one to show expected
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consumption of bought energy from the energy
company in the prognosis of the future. These
different looks turned out to not be very friendly
to first time users, even though many managed
to figure it out after a short while of thinking.
To improve this learning process, I ended up
creating a help screen for the diagram accessible
by clicking the question mark in the top left
corner of the diagram. Said help screen can be
seen below in Figure 10. The user tests
following this change saw a vast improvement
in understanding of the diagram, and informants
seemed to find the help screen easily.
Due to the nature of a prognosis, the diagram
also needed to show months from the future. I
decided on displaying the current month in the
center of the diagram, which allowed for both
historical and predicted future consumption to
be seen at the same time. The historical part of
the diagram worked fine, as it’s the actual
consumption corresponding to that month that
is shown in the diagram. Displaying a prognosis
would require some sort of historical data, and I
decided to define that historical data as an
average of previous years’ consumption the
same month. This is a different method from the
one I recommended in Section 6.3, but that one
was intended to give a more simplified result
that wouldn’t change its estimation suddenly at
a month shift. This diagram needed higher
accuracy, which is why the monthly averages
was the preferred method.
With the prognosis of future consumption, it is Figure 9 Consumption page as if looked at in September 2016.
possible to also predict the effect of usage of
stored energy. Figure 9 shows how the stored energy is expected to last a bit into November before
it runs out. But these are only prognoses, which makes them unreliable. At this stage I reflected
on the interviews and remembered the informants’ wish for an analysis tool to help them lower
energy costs. While I saw no easy way of measuring individual appliances or rooms, it is possible
to measure the household’s total energy usage. This is what the meter in the middle of the page
seen in Figure 9 is intended to do. Since the prognosis’ accuracy will rely on the household’s
consumption matching the average of previous years, it could potentially be a large difference
between how long the prognosis think the stored energy is going to last, and what happens in
reality.
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Figure 10 Help screen explaining the diagram on the consumption page. This screen is accessed by clicking the question mark in
the top left of the diagram.

By introducing the meter, the user gets to know
beforehand if the prognosis will hold or not, and
have a chance to react. On this page the text above
the meter is no longer highlighted like it was on the
start page, but rather the text under it informing that
a lowered energy consumption makes the stored
energy last longer. By doing this I hoped to create
an incentive for households wanting to lower their
energy costs as much as possible, to compete with
themselves to find ways of saving energy.
The last element of this page is the same
information regarding chosen profile for usage of
stored energy as seen on the start page. New is the
ability to change profile for the usage of stored
energy by clicking the change button. Having the
profile selection in a submenu was chosen to avoid
confusion, since the user tests showed that having
two buttons for the different profiles here had some
informants believe only the prognosis changed.
As mentioned in section 5.3 I decided to only have
two profiles available for use of stored energy in
this prototype. The first is always use, which will
use the stored energy as soon as the households PV
system can’t cover the consumption, no matter
what time of the day or year. The second profile is
the even out profile, intended to keep every
monthly cost as even as possible per default, which
can be seen in Figure 11. The user does however
have the possibility to exclude and include months
manually, and thus have some possibility to control
the shape of the yearly costs.
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Figure 11 The even out invoices profile selection page
as if looked at in September 2016.

While designing the page for the even out profile, I encountered the fact that I had to draw selfconsumed energy on all the bars, due to the fact that only the surplus is added to the storage per
default. This is when I thought about the alternative to have every produced kWh count towards
stored energy, no matter if it’s consumed in the own household or sent onto the power grid. These
thoughts are explained deeper in section 7.4, but the main reasons to do this change are that the
diagram will have a cleaner look, and that having more stored energy to shape the monthly costs
with could potentially increase the user satisfaction.
Navigation between the two settings is done through two tabs placed on the top of the page, and
the layout on their respective pages are identical. The difference between them is the prognosis
shown in the diagram, and the text below describing how the different settings will affect the usage
of stored energy. In the bottom of the page is a save and cancel button to either choose the setting
or go back to the production page. A confirmation prompt will be displayed after clicking save as
an extra layer of security to prevent accidental profile swapping. After a choice is confirmed, the
profile is changed, and the prognosis on the consumption page is updated to match the new choice.

6.5 Invoices
The invoice page didn’t see many design changes between iterations, but some thought went into
making it. As mentioned in Section 6.1, I do believe seeing cost reductions thanks to usage of
stored energy adds to the experience of the user. This hypothesis seems especially likely to me in
cases where the user has chosen direct debit as payment method. Oftentimes no invoices are sent
to direct debit customers, and not getting feedback about the savings could potentially mean a
missed opportunity to increase user satisfaction.
This page is divided into two areas: the lower showing a list of all the user’s invoices in
chronological order with the newest first, and the upper area where any selected invoice is
displayed in detail. Once an invoice is selected it get highlighted in the list and is displayed in the
upper part. To give the user feedback on the payment status of the invoice, an exclamation or check
mark is displayed on the right hand side of the list. An example of this is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 Invoices page as if looked at in September 2016.
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7 Discussion
7.1 Fulfilling the purpose
The purpose of this thesis was to create a design proposal for an ICT solution intended for the
business model The battery in the grid. This design has been accounted for in Section 6 where the
prototype is described. Five households who recently decided to acquire PV were interviewed and
the results were used as a starting point while having the three working questions outlined in
Section 1.1 in mind. At the same time a high level of usability as outlined by Nielsen (1994) was
strived for, which guided my design decisions. This sometimes meant going against the
informants’ expressed wishes to ensure a better experience while using the ICT solution.
The prototype was guerilla tested to make sure a novice user could understand it to adhere to the
learnability attribute, which contributed to cleaning up the UI. Several elements from the early
paper mockups were removed due to causing too much confusion while not adding much
knowledge in return.
Room was however left in the app for an interested user to learn more by studying historical
production and consumption, which is meant to cover efficiency. This could potentially allow an
advanced user to swap between the two usage profiles to take more control over the shape of
energy costs over the year.
To offer memorability the start page of the app reminds a returning user of the current state of
stored energy and which profile is selected for the usage of stored energy. The start page is also
designed to hint at where detailed information can be found to ensure the user doesn’t have to click
between pages. The production and consumption pages also offer a diagram which allows the user
to look at historical data and refresh the memory.
Errors are attempted to be minimized by moving the profile selection to a submenu on the
consumption page, while adding a save and confirmation dialogue to ensure the user is aware that
the profile is being changed. The manual control of stored energy was removed due to my
judgement call that an average user would not benefit from being given full control of the stored
energy. This is connected to the idea that catastrophic errors must not occur, and I deemed manual
control brought too much risk with too little reward.
I wanted to achieve satisfaction by adding a positive subtone to every element in the app by
focusing on the motivational factors of the households I interviewed, and putting barriers seen in
a positive light. I also argue that satisfaction is connected to learnability in the case of this app,
since both the interviews performed in this thesis and the study performed by Enlund and Eriksson
(2016) showed that many things related to PV are seen as complicated.
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7.2 The ICT solution as a sales tool
While the app was designed to support users with PV installed, I argue that it would also be useful
as a sales tool. My thesis’ scope was limited to creating a user interface to provide feedback to
users with an operational PV installation, but looking at the result in a wider context tells me that
potential PV investors are faced with the same questions. Loading the app with generic production
data and if known the potential investor’s real historical consumption data could work as a
satisfying simulation. With information provided in a format that is easier to understand, I believe
more households would consider PV as a viable option.

7.3 Method critique
This section contains my thoughts about the chosen methods and problems that arose during the
course of this thesis.

7.3.1 Separating ICT solution from business model
One difficulty presenting itself throughout the entire process of the thesis was the separation of the
ICT solution and the actual business model. The two are of course connected since the ICT solution
is the face of the business model that meets the prosumers. However, this created a challenge when
creating the interview guide used, and it was sometimes hard to keep informants on point when
conducting a semi-structured interview with open questions. Interesting information often came
out of these side-tracks that could be helpful to improve the business model, but a balance had to
be found to have enough time to cover content for the user interface. This challenge was also
present during the design process. Should a more detailed specification of the business model have
been discussed beforehand, unsolved questions might have been covered.

7.3.2 Selected informants
The selection of informants for the interviews was done to gain insight of households who invested
in PV with the latest version of the subsidy system. Unintentionally I ended up with a majority of
households who moved to a new house within the last two years. This could potentially skew the
results of especially prosumer motivation, if they in a higher degree than normal put emphasis on
economic factors like reducing the household’s energy costs.

7.3.3 Wireframes
The segment of the interviews covering wireframes also presented a challenge. I had to find a
balance between presenting the informants with a blank slate without influencing their drawings
with my own ideas, and planting creative seeds to kick start a slow discussion. If more planning
was done to cover these scenarios, the feedback could potentially have been even better. Every
individual has a different personality, and therefore susceptibility to the exercise.

7.4 Further development of ICT solution
This thesis only covered a design suggestion for the ICT solution in the form of mockups. What
the thesis has not taken into account is notifications which could further improve the usability of
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the app. Examples of suitable situations for notifications could be when a certain thresholds of
stored energy is met, when the PV system has produced a large amount of energy during a single
day or when invoices are about to expire.
This thesis has also only taken the users into account when suggesting a design, and a natural next
step would be to adapt it to any restrictions seen by energy companies. The energy companies are
after all the ones intended to offer the app together with the business model The battery in the grid
should the opportunity present itself to make it a reality.
If the app and business model would be pilot tested, any elements in the design using some form
of data to generate statistics or diagrams has to be adapted to what is possible to do with the
information available about the households. While I during the design process tried to stay within
reasonable limits according to my knowledge about programming and what data could potentially
be acquired from energy companies, no inquiry was done to confirm it.
I intentionally made the mockups in grayscale to avoid the informants from spending valuable
time commenting colors during the user tests, but to increase the fidelity of the prototype some
focus will have to be put on visual design.

7.5 Thesis findings on business model
As described in Section 7.3, this thesis resulted in findings related to the business model itself.
While this is outside the scope of this thesis, the ICT solution and business model are connected.
This made me believe they were relevant to explore and present here, and I will describe the ones
I found the most interesting below.

7.5.1 Maximize the impact of stored energy
Discussions during the interviews regarding the two advanced profiles controlling usage of stored
energy presented an interesting opportunity. They are both based on giving the users control of
when to use their stored energy, thus letting them shape their energy costs spread over the year.
As previously mentioned, today’s conditions have energy produced by a PV system cover the
household’s current energy consumption before selling it. Technically this is how it will always
work, due to the design of the power grid, but this could potentially be reframed. If every produced
kWh would be added to the pool of stored energy, even if the household in reality is consuming it,
we could achieve an interesting effect.
This would mean that every consumed kWh would be billed no matter the source, but the user
would be given more freedom in choosing how to shape the energy costs over the year. This could
result in an advance payment of energy, but in return a more drastic decrease could be achieved in
selected time frames, like the previously mentioned goal of covering an entire winter’s
consumption.
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7.5.2 Monetization
Interesting opinions were also found regarding the payment model for The battery in the grid
during both the interviews and user testing of the prototype. While using stored energy during
winter when it would be relatively expensive to buy is attractive to the prosumer, there has to be
an economic incentive for energy companies.
The first alternative would be a monthly fee to be allowed a storage with an upper limit. This could
potentially amplify the feeling of having a battery, since we are used to not being able to charge a
battery with an unlimited amount of energy. Some negative voices were lifted about this model
however, seeing as having to pay money to save money felt counterintuitive.
The second alternative was compensating the energy company with a percentage of all surplus
energy fed onto the power grid. The people suggesting this saw it as a preferred way to share their
green energy with the energy companies, while in return getting the freedom of choice on when to
use the rest. One informant expressed that he likes this idea because it reminds him of how a hybrid
electric car works. When you break, surplus kinetic energy is used to recharge the car’s battery.
This conversion is however not lossless, but you still get enough energy from it to make it
worthwhile.
This method would however affect the ICT solution. For a novice user it could potentially be very
confusing to see the battery charge at a slower rate than the production. This problem would be
amplified if the method from 7.5.1 would be implemented. What could happen depending on how
the model is designed is that an advance paid kWh would add its full value to the pool of stored
energy, while a kWh fed onto the grid would be “taxed” by the energy company.
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